NEW BOOKS OCTOBER 2015 ONWARDS
LEVEL STEPS – 100 DAILY
MEDITATIONS FOR FREEMASONS by
Jonti Marks
'Level Steps: 100 Daily Meditations for Freemasons' is a
beautiful and practical book offering insight and inspiration to
all Freemasons who are interested in the deeper meaning of
the Craft

HIDDEN DEPTHS – 100 DAILY
MEDITATIONS FOR ROYAAL ARCH
FREEMASONS by Jonti Marks
Following on from "Level Steps 100 Daily Meditations for
Freemasons" this companion volume offers further practical
insights into the deeper spiritual meanings of the
Freemasonry, with particular reference to the symbolism and
forms of the Holy Royal Arch.

LODGE TAKAPUNA No 207 – ONE
HUNDRED YEARS by Carl Shardlow
The history of the lodge from 1914 to 2014.

MANAGING THE FUTURE OF
FREEMASONRY – A BOOK OF
OPTIMISM by David West
The golden years of Freemasonry have passed with the
departure of a world never likely to return. We cannot
pretend that our membership problem will simply go
away. If we are to rescue our order, we must take an
objective look at ourselves and understand the society
we now face. Our challenge will be to renew our
ideals and bring them to the attention of a new
audience, one that we as yet know little about. This will
require hard work, open-mindedness, creativity and
above all leadership. The optimism that runs through
this book depends upon our ability to change, knowing
that holding on to the past will be the last thing our
order does.

ARS QUATUOR CORONATORUM – The
Transactions of the Quatuor Coronati
Lodge No 2076 – Volume 128, 2015
Contents

LODGE TALKS by Mike Karn
A collection of 15 ten-minute talks that can be read at a Craft
meeting, perhaps when a lodge has little or no work. A valuable
asset to any lodge, this book will help stop those meetings
where only lodge business is dealt with. A good way to retain
attendance since most brethren do not appreciate this - and
who would invite a guest to such a meeting? It's also important
to make sure that you have a set of educational and inspiring
talks to perform, just in case your candidate does not make it to
the meeting. This is why the talks have been written so they
may be read without any rehearsal.
This book was written and designed to be the perfect set of easy to perform, straight
forward and understandable talks. The subjects are all relevant to the Craft and not too
heavy in content. Having tried and tested the talks on many occasions, the author has found
they create interest and discussion, making for an engaging and often lively evening. Such
talks can help to keep lodges active and to survive in somewhat difficult times. It seems that
explaining more about the Craft can also assist in the retention of lodge members by
keeping their interest.
A4 page format and - Large print for easy reading - Ring bound for public performance

SUPREME GRAND ROYAL ARCH
CHAPTER OF NEW ZEALAND –
PROCEEDINGS AT THE ONE
HUNDRED AND TWENTY FORTH
CONVOCATION HELD AT
AUCKLAND 19TH MARCH 2016

25 YEARS ON MANOR PLACE
2016 by John Meiklejohn,
Olly Laytham and Don
Barkman
A history of theDunedin Masonic Centre in Manor
Place

YEAR BOOK OF THE
GRAND LODGE OF
ANCIENT FREE AND
ACCEPTED MASONS OF
SCOTLAND
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